
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Director Bunuel
5 Roof-rack tote
9 Angry frown

14 Anglo-Saxon slave
15 Soprano Felicity
16 Toshiba rival
17 At home in your

skin
20 Singer’s syllable
21 Greek markets
22 Hissy fit
23 Change the decor
25 Puts up with
27 Turner and Brown
29 __ Leone
32 Actor Guinness
33 Scottish seaport
34 Stephen of “Michael

Collins”
37 San Francisco

landmark
40 Make lace
41 Eye maliciously
42 Opera set in Egypt
43 Frightens
44 Passenger

vessel
45 New York City

district
48 Sword handle
49 City south of

Moscow
50 Texas oranges
54 GE acquisition in

1986
57 Went against

directly
60 Short-lived craze
61 Part of a Latin trio

62 Rend
63 Pico de __
64 Actress Garr

65 Capital on a fjord
DOWN
1 Remaining or

departed
2 Friendly lead-in
3 Sincerely
4 Choice: abbr.
5 Irish seaport
6 “Mikado”

character
7 Cicero’s road
8 Pericles’ portico
9 NNW opposite

10 Ornamental tree
with pods

11 In an upright
position

12 “A Generation of
Vipers” writer

13 Propels skyward
18 Young men
19 Closest
24 Apiece
26 Make beer
27 William Howard or

Robert
28 Pieces of pelvises
29 Ancient region on

the Euphrates
30 Supply with

weapons
31 Best and O’Brien
33 Continue your

fantasy
34 Monkeypods
35 “Das Lied

von der __”
36 Beyond sight
38 Ms. Macpherson
39 Frozen fall
43 Totally wrong
44 Bart’s sister
45 Vanished union

boss
46 “Over the Rainbow”

composer
47 Author of “Still Me”
48 “Batman Theme”

composer
51 Color-man’s

comment
52 Wistful words
53 Transmission part
55 Fossil fuel
56 Bushy hairdo
58 World help grp.
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Overberried

Wash hands well after cleaning litter box
Dear Dr. Roach: About

two months ago, we decided to
keep an 8-week-old kitten born
from a stray in our garage.
Shortly after this, my hus-
band and I started suffering
muscle aches and pains at the
same time, with sensitive skin
and sharp pain. I fear that we
have been invaded by toxo-
plasmosis from the litter box.
I clean it daily and change the
litter once a week, and wash
the box with bleach. There
have been no other changes in
our lives, and no travel.

Do only pregnant women
have to be concerned about
getting this, and is there a
cure? My doctor says there is
no treatment. — H.S.

Toxoplasmosis gondii is a
parasitic infection spread by
cats (usually kittens, who may
be infectious for about three
weeks in their lifetimes). The
infection is spread by oocysts
in cat feces, which if ingested
lead to infection. Meticulous

hand-washing after chang-
ing the cat litter dramati-
cally reduces risk. Cleaning
your cat’s litter box daily also
reduces risk, since the oocysts
need one to five days after
excretion to become infec-
tious. Keeping the cat indoors
reduces risk of acquiring dis-
ease. Pregnant women prob-
ably should not change cat
litter, although it certainly is
possible to get toxoplasmosis
other ways, such as garden-
ing (from contaminated soil)
and consuming raw or under-
cooked meat (from infected
animals). Toxoplasmosis
can spread from a pregnant
woman to her developing
baby.

In people with normal
immune systems, the infec-
tion is usually mild: 80 per-
cent to 90 percent of people
have no symptoms, and in 10

percent to 20 percent, symp-
toms usually are enlarged
lymph nodes, especially in
the neck. Some people have
other symptoms, including
fever, rash, headache and
muscle aches. In people with
immune system disease, the
oocysts can infect and invade
the brain. This is extremely
rare in people with normal
immune systems.

I would recommend that
you discuss blood testing with
your physician. Although
I don’t think it’s likely you
acquired toxoplasmosis, it’s
possible you have something
else that needs evaluation.

Dear Dr. Roach: Among
individuals who die from
heart attacks in their sleep, is
there any statistical evidence
that more of them were sleep-
ing on their left or right side?
— R.A.J.

Surprisingly (to me, at
least), there is: Sleeping on

the left side is more associ-
ated with risk of heart attack.
Another study showed that
sleeping on the right side
showed more vagal stimula-
tion, which is associated with
healthy hearts. Thus, it seems
to be the nerve supply to the
heart that is more favorable
when sleeping on the right
side. Sleeping position also
has an effect on breathing,
with people sleeping on either
side being less likely to stop
breathing from obstructive
sleep apnea than people who
sleep on their backs. This is a
mechanical issue.

Several authors have rec-
ommended that people with
severe heart disease, both
from congestive heart failure
and from coronary artery dis-
ease, sleep on the right side.

The type of study done
does not allow me to give an
estimate of how important
sleep position may be; howev-
er, I doubt that it has a major
effect.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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